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The history of books starts with the development of writing,
and various other inventions such . The oldest extant printed
book is a work of the Diamond Sutra and dates back to AD,
during the Tang Dynasty. . Moreover, the reader must use both
hands to hold on to the vertical wooden rolls and therefore
cannot read.
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invention of printing, each freely copied out books that The
invention of the Internet, e-readers, tablets.
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The history of books starts with the development of writing,
and various other inventions such . The oldest extant printed
book is a work of the Diamond Sutra and dates back to AD,
during the Tang Dynasty. . Moreover, the reader must use both
hands to hold on to the vertical wooden rolls and therefore
cannot read.

The Evolution of the book
A few years ago, after four-plus decades of reading print
books, and the Kindle app for my iPhone and started buying and
reading ebooks.

History of publishing, an account of the selection,
preparation, and marketing of . A book, for the purpose of
this discussion, is a written (or printed) message of . youth
to reverence books and to make a career of the difficult arts
of reading.
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It is also the guarantee for an author that he has legal
rights to prevent the use of his material without fair
compensation. A more specific reference book with tables or
lists of data and information about a certain topic, often
intended for professional use, is often called a handbook. It
was around this time that the wax tablets were developed by
the Romans and Greeks.
InPenguincreatedwhatcouldbeconsideredit'smostimportant,andsuccess
Since the Amazon Kindle was released inthe e-book has become a
digital phenomenon and many theorize that it will take over
hardback and paper books in future. Many e-readers now support
basic operating systems, which facilitate email and other
simple functions. The New York Times.
Initpassedanordinancerestoringbothlicensingandthepowersofthecompa
the later Middle Ageswhen public libraries appeared, up to the
18th century, books were often chained to a bookshelf or a
desk to prevent theft. Or, new media and the myth of the
disappearing medium".
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